
Nagoya“Cosplay”PubCrawl（Trial）
～Japanese Clothing Experience Tour～

As of December 2023. The content is subject to change.

Trial Itinerary (Example)

Confidential

Schedule Contents Timetable Stay time

Gathering and changing clothes lottery Nearby Nagoya Station, Baggage deposit 15:50～16:00

Change clothes to cosplay Providing 10 types such as Kimono/Uniform/Costume 16:00～16:15 15min

Toast & Talk Alcohol provided, self-introduction 16:15～16:35 20min

Popular Big Monument Photo shoot & Group photo 16:35～16:50 15min

Native Dining Spot 30 min all-you-can-drink + Japanese food 17:00～17:40 40min

Photography Spot Within walking distance 17:50～18:00 10min

Group Photo & Changing Clothes Nearby Nagoya Station 18:05～18:15 10min

Survey & souvenir 18:30 disband 15min

Guidelines We're looking for around 4 to 6 person to be model monitors
(for those with a perspective of a visitor to Japan) for the trial 
run

Concept
【Dream experience with “Cosplay” Experience × Optional Tour】
・Unique content from Nagoya, the birthplace of the World Cosplay Summit.
・ Traditional Japanese clothing and more  (Kimono/Ninja/Samurai/School uniform/Character etc.).
・Participant interaction-based night tourism “Pub Crawl” ※ Western drinking culture.
・“Japanese Food” + “Photogenic” tour by a local Japanese guide.
・Always in costumes throughout the tour.

・For the main event, the 
plan is to get changed at 
Nagoya station, have a toast, 
and visit two restaurants.
・Planning to start at 
around 4 pm when there is 
natural light for photogenic 
pictures.
※ In the trial, we get 
changed at Nagoya station, 
toast, and visit one 
restaurant.

Example of 
Actual Tour

1.There is no charge to the customer for the monitor survey. However, attendees are responsible for their own transportation expenses.
2.Participation conditions: ① Those with experience living abroad (including visitors to Japan, long-term residents, and foreigners are 
welcome) ② For alcohol restriction, under 20 years old are not allowed to participate. ※We will provide alcohol for the toast.
3.You can apply as an individual or in a group. Please note, however, that depending on the selection process, you maybe not chosen.
4.Participants are required to cooperate with the questionnaire. Please fill it in after the tour.
5.Our staff will take photos during the tour, which are planned to be published in future tour promotions, on our websites, and on social 
media. Please apply only if you agree to this.
6.The restaurant offers all-you-can-drink, and meals are course dishes. Additional orders will be at your own cost. If you have dietary 
restrictions such as food allergies, please let us know in advance.
7.Cosplay costumes can be rented free of charge. However, if the costume is damaged or heavily stained, we may charge you for the 
repair or cleaning costs, depending on the circumstances.
8.You can bring your own cosplay costume. However, we cannot take responsibility for any stains, damage, or loss.

Contents

①Reservation

②Gathering and Baggage Deposit

③Cosplay

   into costumes

⑥Photoshoot Spot 1

⑤Guided tour3 hours

④Toast and 
Photoshoot

⑦First Drinking Spot
⑧Photo Shoot Spot 2

⑨Second 
Drinking Spot

⑩Change Clothes and 
Disperse (Souvenirs)
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